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INTRODUCTION
The Management Committee has consulted the businesses on our estate and has
found overwhelming support for further improvements
Until now, improvements have been funded by regular voluntary
contributions paid by 55 out of 69 businesses (2006/7), supplemented
by substantial grants from Wandsworth Borough Council (WBC),
the London Development Authority (LDA), Soloman and others.
The numbers paying dropped slightly in 2007/8 and it is likely they will
reduce further as those who pay consider that it is unfair that some
businesses do not contribute but still benefit from the improvements.
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Much still needs to be done
Because much still needs to be done the Management
Committee proposes that the Garratt Business Park (GBP)
becomes a Business Improvement District (BID).
If approved by ballot this will guarantee a secure income for
5 years from 1 April 2009. Under a BID everyone will contribute their fair share and the current level
of levy will be reduced by 15% but still enable a 5 year improvement programme to be carried out.
The programme so far has been focused on renovation of assets. However,
maintenance will be just as important over the coming years.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Our greatest achievements so far have been
renovating Rosemary Road, the Riverside Side Roads and many forecourts
Rosemary Road:
The road was in bad repair,
deep potholes showing and
filling up with rain water. At
times it was difficult to use, for
cars and pedestrians alike.
Impressive voluntary contributions
from the business community
and a grant from WBC of
£19,000 got us a new road.

Riverside Roads (side
roads) and forecourts:
A mammoth task and again well
supported by everybody and by
WBC with a grant of £40,000!
Drains had to be checked and
cleared before work could even start.
The re-surfacing took quite a few
weekends and the new white and
yellow lines followed soon after.
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And there are plenty of other achievements to mention
•

Drains repaired, rebuilt
and power flushed

•

Estate barrier at Riverside
Road entrance activated
and CCTV installed

•

New road signs and
lighting installed

•

Cycle stands, pedestrian

safety signs and
markings completed
•

Estate Coordinator Alan
Thompson seconded by
Soloman, free of charge to us,
to oversee all improvements

•

Communications improved
via website and newsletters
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BID stands for Business Improvement District
A BID is a designated area
within which all businesses have
agreed, following a ballot, to
pay a BID levy for improvements
to the infrastructure and
services in that area, in addition
to the business rates.
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At GBP it includes Riverside
Yard, Swan Business Centre,
Lyndon Yard, Wimbledon
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BID PROPOSAL

WHAT IS A BID
Stadium Business Centre,
the National Grid site and
other sites with postcodes
SW17 0BA and SW17 0AR.

To stay competitive we need to improve and maintain our business environment.
The proposal recommends improvements in the following areas:
Infrastructure

In particular:

Security

•

Safety

The BID map to the right
shows the designated area
marked out in blue.

Communications

The proposed BID for GBP will
run for 5 years from 1 April 2009.

Maintenance of estate
owned areas or assets

Green projects

•

Liaison with National Grid
regarding expansion

Regular maintenance and
repairs of roads and drains

•

•

Drainage and/or flood
protection works

Improved parking
arrangements

•

•

New barrier at Rosemary
Road and CCTV to prevent
fly tipping and theft

Improved safety for
walkers and bikers

•

Waste control
and recycling
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BID LEVY

This is the amount paid by each business towards the BID improvement plan set out in the proposal

The BID levy is based
on rateable value.
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It is proposed to continue with
the existing eight bands of
rateable values but with a new
lower minimum contribution
levy of £340 p.a. up to a
maximum of £2,720 p.a. plus
an inflationary increase of
2.5% p.a from year two.
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EIGHT BANDS OF RATEABLE VALUE

This will raise around £50,000
per annum and will help us
to secure further grants. It is
likely that WBC will continue
to offer their Business
Improvement Scheme funding,
with the potential maximum
to GBP of £20,000 per annum.

in full within 28 days, and
will be collected by WBC on
behalf of the BID Company.

The BID levy will be due on
1st April each year , payable

No VAT will be charged
to the businesses.

The levy income will be put into
a ring-fenced BID Revenue
Account. These funds will
then be regularly transferred
to the BID Company.

Find out how the BID will affect you

Rateable Value:

BID Levy: Current Levy:

Saving:

< £12,000

£340

£400

£60

£12,001 to £24,000

£680

£800

£120

£24,001 to £36,000

£1,020

£1,200

£180

£36,001 to £48,000

£1,360

£1,600

£240

£48,001 to £60,000

£1,700

£2,000

£300

£60,001 to £72,000

£2,040

£2,400

£360

£72,001 to £84,000

£2,380

£2,800

£420

>£84,001

£2,720

£3,200

£480

The BID levy is
payable by the
ratepayer, but the
committee will
also seek voluntary
contributions
from freeholders and other interested parties. In the past
these have been obtained from National Grid (£15,000) and
four other freeholders on the estate (£5,000 each).
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EXPENDITURE
A five year budget, but money will only be spent
after consultation with businesses

The projected income for the 5 year BID period is £360,000 (BID
contributions plus grants). It is proposed to spend this as follows:
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MANAGING THE BID

•

Improvement projects

50%

•

Estate management/fundraising		

16%

•

Maintenance of roads & drains		

15%

•

Electricity and other running costs

11%

•

Contingency			

8%

This may be varied within the authorised categories after
due consultation with businesses if new priorities arise.

A separate BID company will be formed to administer the BID
The BID company will administer
the BID and will carry out the BID
projects only. All levy payers will
have the right to become members.
Unless the BID is renewed the
company will cease to trade at
the end of the 5 year BID period.
Management will be much the
same as currently provided by
GBPM Ltd and members will

continue to be consulted
regarding the BID projects.
Annual budgets will be prepared
and there will be a range of output
measures of which some are
from those listed in the detailed
BID proposal on the website.
Monitoring will be by a
committee including members
of WBC and GBPM Ltd.
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The businesses of the estate will be given the opportunity to vote for the BID in a formal ballot

It is a legal requirement that the ballot will be
administered by WBC and will be confidential.
All defined ratepayers will be entitled to one
vote per entry on the rating list. This means that
some businesses can have more than one vote.
It will be possible to appoint a proxy to vote
on your behalf, for details see the website.
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A YES VOTE

VOTING FOR THE BID

Steps in the ballot process:
•
•

Ballot papers to be sent out
on 11 November 2008
Close of ballot 5pm on 16 December 2008

To establish a BID the ballot will need to satisfy two tests
We will need
•

A majority in numbers
of those voting.

The ballot result will
be announced on

•

A majority in rateable
value of those voting.

17 December 2008

For further details on
this see our website
www.garrattbusinesspark.com

via the WBC website
www.wandsworth.gov.uk/BID
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CONSULTATION
We have consulted businesses in a number of ways and will continue to do so
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•

Committee meeting in August 2007 voted
unanimously in favour of BID process.

•

Public meeting in January 2008 voted
unanimously in favour to proceed to the ballot.

•

In January 2008 WBC committed
to support the BID proposal.

•

In June 2008 a closing ballot date
of 16 December 2008 was agreed
by the committee and WBC.
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MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE BID

•

•

In June and July 2008 the Estate
Coordinator visited all businesses to
consult on the BID and carry out a BID
consultation questionnaire. If no one
was available, BID information and the
questionnaire were left to be completed.
40 businesses responded with
very high support for the BID.

Go to our website www.garrattbusinesspark.com, click on “The BID” or to www.soloman.co.uk

Our website will give full
details on all aspects of
the BID including financial
projections, BID projects,
the BID levy rules, the
operating agreement
with Wandsworth
Borough Council, BID

management, monitoring
and measures and the
ballot and regulations.
If you still have
questions, please email
Alan Thompson
athompson@ntlworld.com
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SUPPORT THE BID!

produced jointly by GBPM Ltd and WBC

THE

YOUR VOTE COUNTS!

